


"BETTER FOR YOU BEVERAGES
FOR A HEALTHIER PLANET"



What is KUGI

Spring Water

Organic juices

0.3-4.5% Alc.
by natural fermentation

 

Natural Bubble

Gluten-free

37 Kcal per glass

No Sugar



KUGI

A BUZZ WITH BENEFITS

KUGI is on a mission to put the most sustainable
and responsible drinks on the map in Europe
made with fresh, organic juices. All our drinks are
refreshing, contain a low percentage of alcohol or
no alcohol (0.3-4.5% alc.) and have a sparkling
bubble. In addition, they contain no sugar and are
therefore incredibly low in calories! 

KUGI was born out of the search for a (non-)
alcoholic drink that goes along with the trend of
being more aware of your body. The name KUGI
comes from Turmeric and Ginger, both ingredients
with proven health benefits. We noticed that
everyone is aware of what's in their food, but no
one pays attention to what's in their alcohol. We
are going to change that. 



PREMIUM QUALITY
High level of taste and appearance

NEW TARGET GROUP
The 'premium consumer' who values 'health, environment and sustainability

HEALTHIER
No sugar, low in calories and only real ingredients

SUSTAINABLE
Made with genuine organic juices and completely plastic-free 

WWF PARTNER
KUGI plants trees to protect endangered species



KUGI Iced Tea KUGI Ginger KUGI Elderflower

KUGI Elderflower 0.0% KUGI Ginger 0.0%



KUGI can be used as a ready-to-drink as well as a mixer. It is the perfect drink for the modern and

conscious consumer that is looking for a healthier and more sustainable drink. 



KUGI can also be used to

make beautiful

conscious cocktails. 

Popular KUGI Cocktails :

CONSCIOUS
COCKTAILS

ORANJE BLOESEM

Ice
25 ml Aperol
Orange Peel
200 ml KUGI Elderflower 

KUGI AMERICANO

Ice
25 ml Red Vermouth 
10ml Campari
Orange Peel
200 ml KUGI Ginger

ST GERMAIN SPRITZ

Ice
25 ml St Germain 
Slice of Lemon  
200 ml KUGI Elderflower



0
83

 

1 gram
170

 

KUGI

Sugar 
Calories
Real Fruit Juices
Glutenvrij 

BEER

Sugar 
Calories
Real Fruit Juices
Glutenvrij 

9,6 gram
330

 

PINA COLADA

Sugar 
Calories
Real Fruit Juices
Glutenvrij 



ALL OUR PACKAGING IS PLASTIC FREE



KUGI is an official partner of WWF and
together we invest in protecting the
habitats of the protected species
depicted on our bottles. 

THE MORE KUGI WE SELL
THE MORE ANIMALS WE PROTECT



PARTNERS

100+ bars/restaurants



PAUL RITECO 

"We rarely see so much
passion reflected in a brand
as with KUGI. The
enthusiasm is infectious and
we are proud to be part of
this adventure."

WON YIP

"A beautiful and high-quality
product that lends itself
extremely well to the on-
trade industry. Together with
KUGI, we will ensure in the
coming years that it can be
found on every terrace."

OTHER SHAREHOLDERS



KUGI BRAND STORE

We opened our first brand store on the
Utrechtsestraat in Amsterdam. A place where
different sustainable sectors such as fashion, art
and food come together, and where of course KUGI
is the center of attention



"THE ONLY HARD SELTZER THAT IS TASTEFUL"

"TOP 3 FOOD STARTUPS OF THE YEAR"



SELTZER STATISTICS EUROPE

On average there are 6.5 seltzers 

on a supermarket shelf

6.5 
Turnover of the seltzer category has

increased tenfold to EUR 5.25 million

since its introduction in NL.

x10
The category is growing by 83% in

Europe every year. 

83%



GLOBAL STATISTICS

Current Hard Seltzer market is

worth 16,36 billion dollar in 2022. 

16 Billion
The market is expected to grow at

an annual rate of 34% (CAGR 2022-

2025).

34%



FOUNDERS

(links) Christopher van der Made | CTO
Christopher is an engineer who enjoys making things,
both as a hobby and for work. Christopher has a technical
background and also a lot of experience in business.
Within KUGI he takes care of all technical things, from
Google Ads to our webstore and (most importantly) the
production of our drinks. 

(midden) Oscar Raaijmaakers | CEO
Oscar studied law and started his career as a lawyer. He is
commercially driven and has a good aesthetic sense. 
 Within KUGI, he occupies himself with the general
management of the company, especially the commercial
aspects. 

(rechts) Niels Vos | COO
Niels comes from the filming industry and has worked on
series such as Penoza and Holland Hoop. At KUGI, he is in
charge of marketing and logistics. He is also responsible
for the on-trade customers. 



A BUZZ WITH BENEFITS

NATURALLY REFRESHING


